
 

Please note the above image from Andrei Tarkovsky’s IVANOVO 

DETSTVO (THE CHILDHOOD OF IVAN) appears in this review courtesy 

of www.moviescreenshots.blogspot.com. 

     IVANOVO DETSTVO (IVAN’S CHILDHOOD) is a Third Quarter 2017 

LVCA dvd donation to the Ligonier Valley Library of Ligonier, 

Pennsylvania. Below is Kino Ken’s review of that dvd film release from 

Criterion. 

18 of a possible 20 points                               ****1/2 of a possible ***** 

Soviet Union   1962    black-and-white   95 minutes   subtitled live 

action feature war drama   Mosfilm Studios / Trete Tvorcheskoe 

Obedinenie 

 

Key: *indicates outstanding technical achievement or performance 

(j) designates a juvenile performer 

Points: 

2          Direction: Andrei Tarkovsky* 

2          Editing: Lyudmila Feiginova 

2          Cinematography: Vadim Yusov* 

http://www.moviescreenshots.blogspot.com/


2          Lighting 

             Special Photographic Effects: Sergei Mukhin* and  

                                                                   V. Sevostyanov* 

0           Screenplay: Mikhail Papava based on the story “Ivan” by  

                                    Vladimir Bogomolov 

2           Production Design: Yevgeny Chernyaev* 

2           Music: Vyacheslav Ovchinnikov* 

             Makeup: Ludmila Baskakova* 

2           Sound Recording: Inna Zelentsova* (Mrs. Vadim Yusov) 

2           Acting 

2           Creativity 

18 total points 

 

Cast: Nikolai Burlyaev (j)* (Ivan), Valentin Zubkov (Captain Kholin), 

Evgeny Zharikov (Lieutenant Galtsev), Stepan Krylov  

(Corporal Katasonych), Nikolai Grinko (Gryaznov),  

Valentina Malyavina (Masha), Irina Tarkovskaya a.k.a.  

Mrs. Andrei Tarkovsky at time of film shoot (Ivan’s mother), 

Dmitri Miliutenko* (Old man), Andrei Konchalovsky*  

(Soldier with glasses), others 

 

    A boy, alone, harmoniously exploring the mysterious freedoms of 

nature. That’s how Ivan is introduced to viewers in Andrei Tarkovsky’s 

most accessible feature film, IVANOVO DETSTVO (IVAN’S 

CHILDHOOD). But this idyll abruptly crashes into a waking nightmare 

of childhood overtaken by mindless warfare. For the dreamer is 

navigating the hypothetical front line between Russian and German 

armies in a swampy no-man’s land laid waste by bombing and 



artillery. There’s nothing beautiful to be seen in this region when 

awake. Only in dreams can a child retreat to memories of pre-war 

beauty. Stars and sunlight are rarely seen here, their radiance 

displaced by obscuring shades of gray. Night and day differ only in 

intensity of darkness.  

     Ivan is living in a land of death. He has lost parents and sister. Not 

through abandonment but as casualties of combat. Collateral damage. 

The boy has also observed German butchering of Jewish teens and 

preteens at the Maly Trostenets extermination camp. Since that 

slaughterhouse was abandoned by occupying forces in October, 1943, 

events Ivan is currently witnessing are likely occurring in late fall of 

that year or sometime in 1944.  

     Vowing to avenge himself on savage invaders, Ivan has volunteered 

his services as a spy for the Russian army. Prior to the present 

moment, he has served stints with Russian partisans, in a children’s 

home, and at the residence of surviving grandparents. In each case, he 

fled the scene of his confinement, determined to get back into 

military action. He claims to be his own boss, only obeying those 

orders matching a personal objective. The war for him is a private 

vendetta inside a larger international struggle he can’t comprehend. 

All Ivan really wants to achieve is a flexible position at or adjacent to 

the front. Where he can slash away with a knife at hated enemy 

troops.  

     Except that the camouflaged avenger can’t bring himself to actually 

murder another human being. Not even in dreams. When exhausted 

reality yields to slumber, placid scenes of horses, games, examination 

of a well’s interior, lapping water thirstily from a bucket – these are 



the kinds of visions that enter his mind, no matter how hard he steels 

himself when conscious to prepare for patriotic honor killings. 

     Given opportunities to quit the war zone and recover some 

semblance of sanity, the malnourished scout’s response is invariably 

to steal away as soon as possible, causing complications for the very 

individuals he most strongly admires.  

     Corporal Katasonych, likeliest of those to eventually adopt him, 

nevertheless prefers the boy safely off the battlefields in a military 

school. If nothing else, a cadet learns discipline, the necessity of 

unquestioningly following orders. Of course, such activity is precisely 

what Ivan wishes to avoid. Like most adolescents, he’d much rather 

give orders than take them. This can be observed in his belligerent 

surliness upon arrival at Lieutenant Galtsev’s makeshift headquarters, 

where he demands to obtain immediate communication with that 

officer’s superiors.  

     Galtsev can’t believe the sodden wretch unexpectedly visiting is 

truly employed in gathering intelligence by the likes of Captain Kholin. 

War makes strange allies. Ivan is certainly one of the oddest he’s yet 

encountered. His own reception is paternal rather than official, much 

the same as would be offered to any homeless urchin wandering 

about in a devastated landscape. 

     The next section of film introduces two ambivalent guardians of 

the wayfarer, Corporal Katasonych and Captain Kholin.  

     For the captain, it’s clear Ivan’s best option is transport to a 

military academy. There his fiery individuality can be extinguished 

amid a throng of peers with similar background experiences and 

needs. Better he should learn to look out for friends than battle 

inhospitable foes bent on eradicating him. Besides, medical corps 



lieutenant Masha is on hand to woo, something Ivan’s presence can 

only complicate. The incompatibility of young single woman seeking 

adult male companionship and motherless boy is accented by 

otherwise irrelevant scenes of attempted seduction Tarkovsky inserts 

near his film’s midpoint. Possibly motivated by jealousy, Lieutenant 

Galtsev nullifies Kholin’s seductive advances by sending their target to 

a different location beyond the reach of either rival. He would like to 

do the same with that other obstacle in his path, Ivan Bondarev.  

     Corporal Katasonych regards the nuisance more as faithful 

companion, still pliable, clinging stubbornly to life, seeking assurances 

and acceptance. He has mixed feelings about cutting the kid loose 

from shaky moorings in the marshlands, afraid temporary dismissal 

might turn into permanent separation. 

     A kind of custodial triangle develops, each adult male attempting 

to stake a superior claim to problematic associate.  

     Ivan himself is annoyed by Galtsev and feels betrayed by Kholin’s 

willingness to send him packing. He’s most comfortable around 

Katasonych. Yet the corporal agrees with the other two. River 

lowlands are unsuitable and espionage too risky for Bondarev.  

     Very well. He will go his own way, fleeing once again, eventually 

reuniting with partisans eager for any reinforcement, regardless of 

age. 

     An abortive foray at doing so merely results in being recovered by 

the same defensive trio, acting as guardian angels regardless of their 

continuing rejection by presumed beneficiary. 

     Somehow, the adventurer convinces handlers to assign him yet 

another journey across the river into enemy territory. He is to be 



escorted partway by Katasonych and Kholin, neither of whom will 

even seriously consider being joined in that undertaking by Galtsev. 

     Katasonych makes a solo trip out into woodlands, possibly to 

survey the area again. Or maybe to get a sturdier boat for their 

excursion. He doesn’t return. That leaves Ivan to set out without 

accustomed friendly encouragement.  

     Deprived of that, a feeling of doom darkens Ivan’s thoughts. He 

complains of jangled nerves. There’s a new element of doubt assailing 

him. A German fighter plane nose deep in mud appears to signal 

ominously what awaits in the murky future. When Galtsev is 

promoted to fill the vacancy created by Katasonych’s unexplained 

absence, it only adds to Ivan’s discomfort. 

     Amid flares and shots, polarized subversives set out for an 

apparently suicidal undertaking in a leaky boat. One determined to 

gather more secrets, a second hoping their mission will be scrubbed, 

the third resolved to bring back a pair of dead friends for proper 

burial. 

     Tarkovsky only partly revealed the outcome of this trip. Once Ivan 

detaches himself from the other two, the rest of his career is only 

discerned by inference. The captain’s destiny is likewise disclosed 

obliquely as an aside in someone else’s interior monologue. 

     Few films can equal this one in portraying the utter pointlessness 

of warfare. Preserving the fatherland is shown to be not so much 

patriotic duty than relentless, dispiriting grind. What dies or is 

destroyed is considerably greater than the sum total of what will 

ultimately be preserved. There can be no innocent survivors of such 

slaughter and chaos.  



     IVANOVO DETSTVO provided Tarkovsky the chance to experiment. 

He did so with a vengeance, tinkering with every essential component 

of sound feature filmmaking: music, photography, acting, editing, 

design, and sound.  

     Eschewing lush, heroic orchestral sweeps so common in war 

movies, he plotted out with composer Vyacheslav Ovchinnikov  

unsettling electronic distortions and ominous tonal clusters 

reminiscent of Penderecki’s Threnody for Hiroshima’s victims. These 

alternate with lyrical flute melodies and softly percussive bell tones. 

Sound effects and even birdcalls are integrated into this soundscape, 

with a cuckoo prominent at the film’s opening, suggesting a spring 

that never comes for protagonist Ivan.  

     With Vadim Yusov, the director tested jagged camera angles and 

camera whirls imitating a disordered mind’s futile efforts to restore 

rationality in a world visibly insane. Using only a handful of locations 

and sets in combination with unseen but audible Germans, a 

warscape was generated economically. It’s not the slightest bit heroic 

– an ideal match with documentary footage of rubble and untidy 

corpses in Berlin at war’s end. The Russian scenes are both universal, 

divorced from any specific community, and precise. There can’t be 

two such places on the planet mirroring these woody boglands of still 

untouched birch trees adjacent to a blighted wilderness, one where 

obtrusive foreigners deface masking scenery in the interests of killing 

off people who don’t happen to share their language, religion, or 

cultural interests. This represent’s mankind’s hideous progress in 

overcoming Nature, a sort of bizarre triumph of artifice subduing 

reality.  



     That theme is reflected in sets appearing ravaged by combatants in 

actual fighting. Not so. They were specially crafted by a film unit. 

Background negative images in an apple wagon dream sequence in 

like manner joins artificial material to organic human and fruit 

foreground. Natural sounds of birds and hooves of horses serve for 

accompaniment.  

     Other underminings proliferate. Conventional close-ups deflate 

pompous, upward-angle shots idealizing the soldier as hero, replacing 

them with what resembles audition footage of a schoolgirl’s facial 

expressions. Add to these anguished grimaces by a thoroughly 

drained protagonist with no interest whatsoever in striking a proud 

pose for the camera and dark, cramped interiors not at all welcoming 

occupation. Adults inside are trapped in assigned roles, playing out 

ritualistic patterns of dialogue.  

     However, for Ivan, the inside of structures allows greater liberty. 

He makes the most of isolated moments in the lieutenant’s quarters 

to enact what he thinks a fitting conclusion to his quest for justice. 

That final plunge of a dagger, though, fails to deliver back to him 

mother, sister, father, cuckoo, or apples in the rain. They are gone, 

along with every other stable source of security he once enjoyed, 

lootings of protracted warfare. 

     Though none of the performers is inadequate or unbelievable, the 

film acting honors belong exclusively to three of them: volatile, 

emotionally damaged Ivan, played with tremendous sensitivity to 

tone and gesture on the part of Nikolai Burlyaev; future film director 

Andrei Konchalovsky’s bespectacled sentry, confused, apologetic, as 

badly misplaced as the underage espionage agent trekking resolutely 

through darkness; and Dmitri Miliutenko’s old man who bemoans a 



dead wife while at the same time attempting to rebuild a home for 

her. 

     Violently spasmodic editing conveys the unpredictable chaos of 

battlefronts. Orderliness isn’t what Tarkovsky wished to stress here. 

Quite the opposite. Jolts and jars, sometimes executed through 

sound, at other times juxtaposing a calm passage and slashing action 

immediately afterwards, keep audiences alert to ambience rather 

than plot. Each viewer can connect the dots subjectively. All the 

director intended was to provide a frame of reference and themes too 

pressingly relevant to overlook or misinterpret.  

     War’s folly and corruption of childhood are self-evident. 

     Scripting, intentionally vague, inspires creativity on the part o 

viewers. Interviews between characters are limited to 

communications of essential back story details outlining what has 

already occurred. They usually evade giving away answers about how 

or why. Stated motivations are suspect, undercut often by gestures 

pointing in a different or opposite direction, leaving viewers to 

believe whatever they wish about inclinations of supporting 

characters. Ivan alone is sufficiently elaborated to enable reasonable 

certainty about aspiration and inspiration. 

     Certainly a milestone in cinema history, the first wholly convincing 

film to mingle dream and concrete narrative in a seamless compound , 

IVANOVO DESTVO was an amazing achievement for a director making 

his feature debut. It is not at all appropriate for anyone under the age 

of twenty-one, being predominantly bleak in its views of man’s 

character. There is also some protagonist nudity, though not of a 

titillating nature at all. 



     Criterion’s bonuses include short ten-minute interview clips with 

lead actor Nikolai Burlyaev and director of cinematography Vadim 

Yusev. These include contradictory statements and inferences: be 

warned. Vida Johnson, one of two authors who wrote The Films of 

Andrei Tarkovsky: A Visual Fugue, gives a half-hour illustrated verbal 

analysis of Tarkovsky’s film career focusing primarily on IVAN’S 

CHILDHOOD. Her conclusions are reasonable, well-supported by clips 

from Russian film productions, including scenes from war dramas such 

as Grigori Chukrai’s BALLAD OF A SOLDIER and Mikhail Kalatozov’s 

THE CRANES ARE FLYING. A thirty-page included booklet contains an 

English translation of Arseny Tarkovsky’s poem about a willow tree, 

Robert Bird’s translation of Andrei Tarkovsky’s “Between Two Films” 

about the placement of IVAN’S CHILDHOOD in his oeuvre, and  

Dina Iordanova’s “Dream Come True” essay placing the film in its 

proper historical perspective. 

     IVAN’S CHILDHOOD is an amazing film treasure to cherish. Don’t 

neglect it. 
            


